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Objectives

• Identify key relationships needed to build a simulation program.
• Discuss creative ways to secure equipment for a successful simulation program.
• Understand creative ways to secure space for a simulation program.
Here's your tools.....

Here's a secret....

Gift that keeps on giving...
Charlotte Marie Sanford

Our humble beginnings

Making it Work....
Things starting to improve...

Then things got even better...
Oh how the little things count...gratitude

Key Players

Halloween Was a Huge Success....
Then came Sam Sanford...
Simulation brings everyone together.

Where we are now….

• New employee orientation simulation every two weeks
• Mock Code simulations…mandatory
• Nurse Residency Simulation
• Quarterly simulations with Airmed, OB, Peds, Telemetry floor, OR, and NICU transport…to name a few
• Infection Control/End of Life Simulation
• Charge Nurse simulation being developed
Most importantly… find an A+ team

Finally… our dreams are a reality